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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, July 17, 1941
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Annual Meeting Of Married Nearly 70 Years,
Farm Folk To Be Wife Does Own Housework,
Held Here July 31 Spouse Credits"Good Water"
Sub-Station Will Be
Host To 1,500 Agricultural Visitors At
Conference

Writing In Names
In Primary Illegal
Confusion about whether
writing in of names on primary ballots is permissible,
which arises at each election
period in Kentucky, was dispelled Tuesday when a ruling
was issued at Frankfort by
Assistant General Guy H.
Herdman that "it is illegal to
write in the name of a person
on a primary ballot and the
vote for that person does not
count."
This opinion was given to
Sheriff Dick Montgomery, of
Clinton, Hickman county,.
Herdman said writing in a
name did not invalidate the
entire ballot, but that in tabulating returns the written-in
name should be disregarded.
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Effort To Relieve
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Congestion Again
Hits Snag
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BABIES, BILLY-GOATS
AND BEAUTY QUEENS
&Dies, billy-goats and beauty queens!
Comes our turn again to express admiration for Murray and the folks down
there, for the way they do things ... Johnny
Graham will bear us out this time.
Your reporter and Johnny went down
to Murray Saturday, to judge some contests
in connection with a Tobacco Festival (one
day). John helped judge a Pet Show and,
with another male and three ladies, I judged
a Baby Show, with 45 entries, and a Beauty
Queen contest, to name Murray's entry in
Princeton's Tobacco Festival. There were 80
Calloway county lovelies in this event . . .
and was it a job to pick the winner?
Murray Woman's Club sponsored the
show and I will bet any reasonable sum no
ether such contest to choose an entry for our
fifth annual Tobacco Festival will be held
anywhere . . . In fact, if the Queen contest
to be held opening night of our Festival is
as well presented, draws as enthusiastic a
crowd, everybody connected with the event
should be delighted.
Tall, graceful, pretty Margaret Bowden,
a newcomer at Murray, won the Queen title"
after an hour of parading, posing, smiling
and counter marching in the big high school
gymnasium, where rain made it necessary to
stage the show. Two attendants were named,
either of whom would do credit to any town
is the district.
Judges were from Hopkinsville, two Indiana towns and Princeton. Prizes were
awarded for best tobacco plants, in pots; and
plants were outstanding. And the babies were
swell.
If Murray folk don't do things better
than anywhere else in the Purchase, their
efforts will rank tops with this observer until
more superlative results are seen.
Murray is sending a float and a delegation to the Princeton Tobacco Festival, along
with its Queen and her attendants; and the
other entries will be plenty good if they take
top honors from our Calloway county friends.
G.M.P.
•
COMING EVENTS CAST
THEIR SHOULDERS
Are you planning to buy a new autornobile?
Do it now, if you can.
The boys up in Washington are rapidly
preparing the new federal tax bill, to provide
more money for the defense program, and
automobile owners are going to be asked to
pay at least 15 percent federal sales tax on
1942 model cars; perhaps on used cars too.
The increase will be added to the cost of cars
when purchased and may go into effect as
early as August 1.
Most newspaper readers are well aware
of the above facts; what many have as yet
not realized is that, in order to get more

money into Uncle Sam's war jackpot, the federal lawmakers and officials at Washington
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to finance your new car.
The same sort of thing is going to happen to citizens who plan home loans. The
nice, liberal FHA regulations which have
done so much to help Uncle Sam's nephews
and nieces realize ambitions to own their
own domiciles, are going to be knocked into
the ash can, and it will be correspondingly
difficult to get the credit and the cash with
which to build.
Reasons for tightening up include, besides the desire to have Americans buy more
war bonds and fewer automobiles, houses,
electric refrigerators and such, primarily, demand of the defense machinery for some, if
not all, of the things which are vital in manufacture of motor cars, houses and iceboxes.
This is no treatise based upon desire to
stimulate business for those who sell the
things here discussed; because what is good
for our Uncle Samuel, is good also for us.
The fact remains however that many best
laid plans of good people who have been saving and looking forward to things for some
time are about to be dashed into the discard;
and, if you will investigate for yourself what
is outlined here, it is just barely possible you
can make some of your dreams come true,
before the going gets too expensive and the
lid is clamped on too tightly.
•
THE WEALTH OF
THE UKRAINE
Situated in southwestern Russia and
boedering on German-controlled territory,
the Ukraine is one of the richest agricultural
areas in the world, embracing about 220,000
square miles, or nearly five-sixths the size of
Texas. The population is close to 40 million,
more than 80 percent being engaged in agriculture.
Three-fourths of the Ukraine's soil is
black and exceedingly fertile, making it the
best grain country in Europe, and well adapted to the growing of all farm crops. Livestock raising has increased greatly in recent
years, as have silk-worm breeding and beekeeping.
The wealth of the Ukraine is not confined to agriculture, however, as the region
produces more than one-half of Russia's iron
and coal, besides manganese and salt. It has
the largest waterpower development in Europe, and more than 200,000 electrified
farms.
During the internal troubles in Russia
following the First World War the Ukraine
established its independence and was the
scene of anti-Bolshevik movements, but these
finally collapsed and it again came under the
control of Moscow.
Although Hitler stated in his book "Mein
Kampf" that the Ukraine must eventually
belong to Germany, Stalin refused an alliance
with Britain and France in 1939 and made
a treaty with the Nazis instead. Now Hitler
seems destined to gain not only the rich Ukraine, but most of the remainder of Russia
as well.
It is too early to predict what effect the
invasion of Russia will have on the outcome
of the general war, but it seems likely that
the power of the Stalin regime will be destroyed.
•
What might have been a startling headline was a brief Associated Press dispatch
from London last week which said: "Nazi
war planes bombed New York last night, but
there was little damage. New York is a tiny
village in Lincolnshire in northwest England."
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PENNYRILE POSTSCRIPTS
IN RETURN
My friends don't care for gardening;
But how they seek my home,
And down my lovely garden paths
Quite casually roam.
They choose their favorites, and
say;
"Do look—that's really rare!
I'll take this one, and this, and
this—"
Until no blooms are there.
My flowers bloom just once a year;
And, oh, the painful labors
Required to create large bouquets
For all my friends and neighbors.
I think, when I return each call,
I'll pick out something rare,
I'll say. "What gorgeous furniture!"—
And carry home a chair,
—Lyla Myers.
•
The above is published here for
the benefit of Marshall Eldred,
Henry Sevison and other gardeners
who, altho their efforts have been
directed largely toward production
of edibles this year, may have some
sort of claim for "returns" from
critics who have been on the receiving end.
•
A circus, complete with parade,
menagerie, glamor, pageantry, wild
animals and all the trimmings, was
staged in the Rumsey Taylor backyard last Wednesday night ... The
customers, admiring parents and
such, paid in $3.90 to see the Big
Show, organized as a Bundles for
Britain cooperative effort .. . Bob
Taylor was impresairo, with Bet
Linton in charge of. costumes,
make-up and juvenile performers,
and Snooky Berryhill ticket taker.
Encouraged by success, the kids are
now planning a "Play," for Chinese
relief.
•
Don't indulge in too much wishful thinking in re Russia . .. For
Russia has engaged in three major
wars which most of this generation
can remember, lost two and is losing the third, how rapidly well controlled propaganda does not permit
us to guess.
•
Very helpful development of political campaigns this year in several western Kentucky counties is
agreement of all candidates not to
hire automobiles, pay for gas and
oil, or do anything else looking toward hauling voters to- the polls
... This custom, badly abused for
years, is one form of paying for
votes. That it is passing is splendid evidence of higher and better
citizenship, cleaner elections ... If
citizens do not care enough for
their right of franhise to go to

By

G. M. P.

the polls and vote, the ballot is indeed of little value to the individual.
•
A friend of ours hopes that, with
things picking up as they are, the
gals will soon be able to get their
fingernails out of the red.
•
Our reporter, Bill, who is bothered by only two things .. . the gals
and the draft, currently appears to
be behind two 8-balls.
•
Tom Simmons, just back from
vacation in Arkansas, told about
paying $1.40 to cross a new bridge
at Greenville, Miss., en route . . .
Tom said the bridge tender gave
him a lot of nice tourist literature
about Mississippi and two picture
postcards of the bridge . . . The
advertising was all right but the
toll was a little steep ... And maybe this will help take some of the
curse off Kentucky's 30 and 50cent bridge tolls.
•
"Oh, Darling," he murmured, "I
love you so. Please say you'll be
mine. I'm not rich like Percival
Brown—neither do I have a fine
car like he has; nor a well-stocked
cellar, but Darling, I love you, and
I cannot live without you."
Two soft arms stole around his
neck, and two.ruby lips whispered
in his ear: "And I love you, too,
Darling, but where can I get in
touch with this man Brown?"
•
Good news for University of
Kentucky football fans . . . and
bad news for other Southeastern
Conference schools. Jesse Tunstill,
Paducah's superlative quarterback,
has announced he will go to U. K.
this fall. Three times All-State and
twice All-Southern, Jesse led all
major high school players in the
Nation last year by scoring 189
points in nine games . . . Mighty
consoling when Kentucky's top grid
stars go to college in their home
state, instead of to Alabama, Vanderbilt, Georgia, etc.
•
Rumor says Doc Amos came off
third best in a foot race with some
young mules and two bird-dog pups
one day recently ... The pups were
chasing the mules toward a barbed
wire fence when Doc got in the
game. He saved the mules but got
a snag himself.
•
Our boy Bill, who probably takes
more kidding than anybody we
know, is currently laboring under
the handicap of doubling for Mickey Rooney.
... The gals about town,
frequently subjects for Bill's columnar comments, are certainly
getting even now.
_
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Television's
New Status
By C. E. Butterfield
Associated Press Service
New York—Television is
stride again.
How far it goes depends on
possibilities. National def
quirements on the radio
will be a factor.
But in coming back it has
status—commercial instead
perimental. It. has been given
"green • light" by revised F
Communication Commission
lations.
New York, as the present
of activity, with Los Angeles
next in line, has taken the
duction without much
Programs were resumed ont
hir schedule after nearly a
lapse taken up in settling
ences over operating stand•
The NBC station, now
and on the air as W2X13S
April, 1939, with public p
was first to get a comm
sense. The CBS t ransmi
VVCBW, under construction
perimentation for two year's,
ed its schedule under autho
calling for a 30-day period of
The Don Lee Station at
geles, W6XAO, which has
telecasting since 1 931, ex
tally and otherwise, maint
schedule while changing fn
transmitter to the new sta
At Schenectady, N. Y., the
eral Electric W2XB is tea'
closed down to increase
move into new studios and
other alterations.
Otherwise throughout the
try there are nearly 20 ad
stations in various stages of
ration looking to Coinale
censes.
•

the American Red
g up to 1,000 docacute shortage of
'airs in the Army
'haus on the home
1 aspect of detercaantd
ioineds f vol
by the Dial Sciences of the
rch Council, which
with the American
'ation, the AmeriPhysicians and the
ege of Surgeons.
ations are being
key cities thruout
1,400 inquiries reerested physicians,
reports more than
lications have been
physicians whose
rrespondence reet with age and
uirements.
•
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Ten Years Ago, Toda,
(From our July 17, 1931
June, 1931, is credited
in more
ing the hottest month
United
60 years by the
Weather Bureau.
•, • •
of the
• Hugh Cherry, one Golf
Princeton
Four" at the
Country Club, finished 3 .
rival
ahead of his nearest
a 90f
shot
Sunday. Cherry
Ia
holes to defeat J. M. Poe'
ter and W. T Davis.
• • •
Dugan
The Rev D. D.
1V, L.
Mayor
Pointed by
head the George Washin
Centennial celebratiin
Princeton in February.
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Actor, Actress Elope
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Farm Families Of
Caldwell Urged
To Produce Food

Warlfed
Reports.(1"
veet Acute
overseas;
tont h

Called Draft Bride DiMaggio

Hitting Streak
Had Its Scary Moments
Associated Press
Feature Service

New York—Joe DiMaggio had
some close calls in his successful
bid to better George Sisler's

Home Management
Supervisor Says Ample Supplies Of Edibles Needed

c—Nesrly 100
sail durd July for over-

American league and Willie Keeler's game hitting streaks.
• • •
DiMag broke Sisler's 41 game
figure by one on June 29 and
bettered Keeler's 44-game record
July 2.
• • •
The closest Joe came to having
his string snapped was on June 17
here against the White Sox. Hitless until the seventh inning, DiMeg batted a grounder to shortstop Luke Appling. It looked as
though it would be an easy out
but the ball took a bad hop over
Appling's shoulder.
• • •
Next day Appling knocked
down another hard DiMaggio

grounder but could not field It ha
time for a play. The scorer called
it a hit.
• • •
Except for these, all of Joins
blows were indisputable.
• • •
He had to go until the seventh
Inning against Washington before
he finally got a single off Arnold
Anderson to break Sisler's record
on June 29.

Farm families who have little
money can't afford to buy all the
food they need for a good
Britain and
diet,
but they can afford to grow it,
tons. It .W51
Miss Charlotte Adam s, home
Today's Name Change
ts. the American
management supervisor for the
Farm Security Administration,
Petersburg, Alaska Un— 5031.
first group
said in discussing the part farm
Leonard Thompson is her name
jr SerVill'
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Corp:
tion-wide drive to assure ample
it was — Merry Christmas Day.
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• at
food supplies for the United
She was born on a December 25.
vice is being
Lockwood Marshall, nephew of
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movies eloped by airplane from
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Please Vote For

Sam 0. Catlett

Wool Over Your Eyes?
Not If You Read This

SHERIFF

Announcement!

SERVICE STATION
BODY SHOP

NOW OPEN!

Hogs Profitable

Just Outside City Limit
on Marion Highway

All Auto Body Repair, Painting, Repair
and Replacement of Fenders, Welding
—Will be done Rapidly and Efficiently.
Let us Bid on your Wrecks.

Fred Talley

Lewistown News

CE

Commissioner's Sale Frequently the
Expression - -

"ICE COLD"

EAll
School
Night

Is used to express the maximum or
extreme cold.

119

The fact ig that Ice is the maximum or extreme
in cold, and in addition to its cooling qualities, it has
the capacity through melting of carrying off food
odors in Refrigerators.

war
, Tod.

If the foods in your Refrigerator are kept as cold
as Ice, with Ice, they are being kept in the best possible state of preservation.

°SUPERFEX

1

HEAT -DIRECTOR
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with a modern oil heater, be sure
4111 comfort as
well as extra convenience. The
Ilea
t•Director, made by Perfection Stove CornTon BOTH circulating and radiating heat, and
i'llsstable shutters you can direct heat DOWN
ikt4 6°0r. assuring comfort in the "living zone."
Beautifully
.c°1( fuel oil, Wide choice of sizes.
IY finished in porcelain eoanael. Easy terms.

an
. L. C
chine
plan°
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RING & HEATING
Phone 88
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Is there
a fear of
the past
hidden by

A
WOMAN'S
FACE?
See . . JOAN CRAWFORD in
"A WOMAN'S FACE"

CAPITOL

SUN.

Gus Kortre
cht, Agt.
•

Remember that
Cold Alone is Not Enough

Insurance
Fire and Auto
•
Capital Stock Co. Insurance
is safe and reliable.
•
Over Penney"
Princeton,

Ky.

Phone

n13

Citizen's Ice Company
Princeton

Phone 362
..411MONIMIlr

411111044i'

Thursila , Jul

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Ky.

15 States Permit
Truck Increases

POLITICAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Kentucky's Low Limit Is Called Serious The Leader is authorised to an"Bottleneck"
nounce the following candidacies

Nelson Loses Al 38111 Hole

Better Automobiles
May Result From
War, Official Says
Detroit, July 16 — Automobile
buyers need have no fear of inferior cars because of substitute
materials resulting from the national emergency, Charles F. Kettering, vice-president of General

for county offices, subject to the Motors, believes.

Fifteen states during the last decision of the voters of Caldyear have adopted legislation lib- well county In the primaries of
eralizing the size and weight lim- Saturday, Aug 2, and the genits of transport motor trucks, a end election, Tuestlay, Nov. 4,
1941:
survey in the current issue of
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY:
"Business Week" magazine reports. The new laws also liberalREPRESENTATIVE:
FOR
ize other restrictions which have
between
trade
barriers
created
T. B. McConnell
the states.
As a result. Kentucky is today the only state in the Union FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY:
which remains a serious "bottleGeorge 0. Eldred
neck" in truck transportation, it
J. Gordon Llsanby
Is stated by Lew Ullrith, managing director of the Motor Truck
Club of Kentucky. Kentucky's
law limits the gross weight of a FOR COUNTY JUDGE:
motor truck and its load to only
Joe E. Cummins
18,000 pounds, besides imposing
other restrictive measures. No
Herman P. White
other state has a load limit less
Boothie Morse
than 30,000 pounds.
Even the Kentucky Highway
Department must recognize that
these restrictions are antiquated FOR SHERIFF:
and oppressive, because just this
Gayle Petitt
week load limits were waived for
Hyland Mitchell
Georgia trucks carrying perishW. Otho Towery
able fruits and vegetables through
Kentucky.
The Highway Department permits also shipments up to 32,000 FOR JAILER:
pounds under certain restrictions
John (Johnnie) Herron
for national defense materials.
J.
Elbert Childress
However, no exceptions are made
for Kentucky farm products or
other merchandise.
FOR COUNTY COURT CLERK:
"Business Week" magazine reGarland Quisenberry
Ports that upwards of 50,000 comPhilip Stevens
munities have no other means of

Kettering spoke in Detroit recently before a group of officials
and regional winners of a national contest conducted among
salesmen.
"Don't get worried about substitute materials," Kettering said.
inferior car. There are lots of
spbstitute materials which can be
used without lowering the quality
of the car—in fact, the emergency

Visitors to Blarney Castle, near
Byron Nelson, Toledo, 0., golfer (above), lost to Vic Chezzi,
Cork, Ireland, who kits the Blarney Stone alone, will become pro- Deal, N. J., Sunday in 38 holes of final play in the Professional Golf
ficient in flattery, according to association tournament at Denver, Colo. Nelson is shown here dur(AP Telemat)
legend.
ing semi-final play in the tourney.

An apparatus has been perfected in Australia by which pure
water can be obtained from the
Russia is made up of eleven re-

publics.

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will oonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
Write
TURNER MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
Tor Reeser vatien
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CARTON 25.
(PBAI LELPILEN)

ECONOMICAL FAMILY
SIZE SOULS ISE

•This new, shorter week is still further evidence that the tremendous savings you
can now make in buying groceries, meats and fresh fruits and vegetables in the great,
new A&P Super Markets are made possible by savings through efficiency and that no
part of these savings comes out of the wages of our employes.

Comfort

KENTUCKY'
HOTEL

dered citi

•Many people are utterly astounded at the new low prices for quality foods in A&P.
Super Maalcets. They are getting so much more and better food for the same moneys
that they wonder how we can do it. Frankly, it is simply because A&P Super Markets
represent a new, more efficient, more economical way of distributing food to the public.

human breath.

THE

Street
,„„gu.

Nourishing— appeing —refreshing.
Made from the juice
real fruits.
A food as well as a
eetage.
No preservatives—
carbonation.
Healthful— a good
ince of Vitamin C.
SIX BOTTLE

•A&P food store employes affected by this policy will work only fit e days a week although stores will be open six days a week as usual. Their weekly salaries will not be
reduced by their shorter work week. Our policy is to continually improve working conditions and salaries as evidenced by the fact that during the past year alone we hay.
been able to make actual wage increases and to pay added compensation to our employes
In an amount totaling more than 44.000.000.

surface will be created by covering an asphalt base with pulverized quartz.

And, of course, a cordial reception!
and careful attention to your onter-I
tainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

don the d
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student at
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WHEN
FRIENDS
DROP IN

•This shorter work week will be in effect before Labor Day in A&P food stores in thousands of communities throughout the country. It will be extended as far and as fast
as possible. Frankly, however, we must recognize that in a few states and a number
of cities the introduction of this policy may be delayed or even prevented by state or
hcal labor regulations or local agreements.

them much more easily against a
white street," says Vickery. The

Convenience
Complete Service

CAPITOL

17, 1941

•This, we believe, constitutes the first five-day week and the shortest general working
Louse of any major retail food establishment.

material as an experiment in trafic safety.
City Engineer A. K. Vickery
says a majority of pedestrians
wear dark clothing. Against the
conventional black paving they.

are virtually invisible at night.
"Motorists will be able to see

Popular 61 years

See • • • JOAN cgA
"A WOMAN'S p

, Jul

Two months ago this company tried the experiment in a few eastern states of a fiveday work week for our retail store employee. Now we are able to announce that wis
have adopted the five-day week as our national policy.

Denver Pedestrians
Little benefit resulted from the Made Easier To See
use of vitamin B-1 in tobacco
Denver (PO— Denver will soon
growing in Montgomery county.
have a street paved with white

Wier

few weeks with a broken toe.
Mrs. Sallie Wolfe and sister,
Ida Scott, are enjoying a motor
trip through Canada and a visit
to Niagara Falls.
Mrs. Frank French called on
Mrs. T. A. Ladd Sunday afternoon.
Miss Angeline Hunsaker, Har-

Stores Will Be Open Six Days A Week As Usual
But No Employe Will Work More Than Five Days

manufacture trucks. -

Devote., on Lobel

behind
A
WOMAN'
FACE?

NOW A 5-DAY WEEK
FOR A&P EMPLOYES
THROUGHOUT THE NATION

the trucking industry is so important that the Office of Fro- FOR
SHERIFF:
duciam Management has given
full priority for materials used to
Mitchell Chit

WOMEN

love lie

Tilford Ladd is at home for a

may result in improvements."

freicht transportation except by
truck and that more than 4,600,REPUBLICAN PRIMARY:
000 freight carrying trucks are
operating over the highways of FOR JAILER:
the United States. With the
J. Luther Sigler
shortage of railroad equipment

vey,
Dawson Springs"
k
Mrs. (;arrot Sauey.
(By Mrs. T. A. Ladd)
Mts. Lowe Hewitt
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Nichols and week -end
with her
children, Billy Rae and Betty J., Cab Scott.
have returned to their home in
Mrs. Pearl lioov r
Harvey, Ill., after a week visit to her hoine l'
few days visit
with relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Cato, Loans- Mrs. Fenn Jones
ville, spent a few days with Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Nichols last week.
James Miller has arrived from
New York to spend the summer
Does the
with his grandmother, Mrs. Tillie
torment
of
Pickering.

Sandlick Road News

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Pickering
called on Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Phelps Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Morse motored to Paducah for the Fourth.

"The industry will not make an

17

oe many years it has been a source of pride to us that we
have been able generally to maintain the highest average
wage scale and the shortest general working hours in a field
where long hours have been traditional. Since we first cut the
work week eight hours in 1916, there has been a long record
of further reduction in hours, increases in wages and vacation
schedules.
Because our new low prices have resulted in increased patronage, we have been able to further reduce our operating expenses
and increase our efficiency and still further improve the working conditions of our employes.
At the same time thousands of families will testify that they
buy their foods today at lower average prices in A&P Super
Markets than in any group of stores in the highly competitive
retail food field. Today, when you spend a dollar in one of our
stores, more of that dollar actually purchases food and less of
it goes to cover distribution costs and profits than ever before
in the history of the food business.
There is no conflict between low prices and good working
conditions. We have achieved both by constantly improving
methods of bringing food from producer to consumer, cutting

F

out waste and unnecessary handling operation*
tribution route.

Bottled By
aCitg tEt

C. MILK C
ONVILLE

The new A&P Super Markets have made possible Sa%
so
astounding that we would not have believed them possible 6ve
years ago. This year we are paying the highest wages for the
shortest work week in the history of the food business and yet
our customers throughout the country will save more than
$50,000,000 on the food they buy as compared to the lowest
prices we could charge on the basis of our own operating
expense only five years ago.
We are more than ever conscious, in these unusual times, of
an obligation to make every possible contribution to the American standard of living. We know that we are making it possible
for the average family to buy more good food for the same
money, or to buy the same quantity of food for less money.
We are happy to tell you that you can enjoy these saving'
with the knowledge that the people who
serve you in our retail
stores are sharing more than ever before in these good things.
This means a better standard of living
for those
for you
who gerve you.

and

tAVIADCA.
tv —
,4
-1.1a7:7
-1

This plan will necessitate slight adjustments in store hours which will be
announced locally. We respoc4.
fully ask our customers for their cooperation and assistance in making
this new schedule a socaresa.

A&P FOOD 1859STORES
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Western Kentucky
Wheat Yields Big

his duty with eyes right .. . Maybe Edwin Lamb, promising law
student at U. of L., saw more of
Wheat yields in Ballard county
his career go glimmering than
were the best in years, reports
POWELL
any "drafty" who left Sunday
11.
County Agent S. C. Bohanan. Bob
Edwin has studied hard the last
Folsom harvested 45 bushels from,
years
ARMY
few
and
was
just about to
• TALES OF
one acre of Trumbull wheat, and
on
what
land
the
threshold of somewonder
"YOU CAN'T DO BUSINESS
arid I
most yields ranged from 27 to 30
really thing good when his draft numlise ranks is
WITH HITLER," by Douglas
bushels to the acre.
v it's Hell, others ber echoed and called him in . . .
Miller (Little, Brown: $1.50).
The best strawberry record IR
of the James Robert White, broad shoulshrug
a
tb
several years To Ballard county
Douglas Miller was,commercial
of
dered
citizen
of
speak
Camp
many
Shelby,
bile
was made by E. B. Wolfe, of Keattache at Berlin from 1925 to
lag fine and vital, who made it a point to never stay
vil. From one and eight-tenths
Un-!
in
one
place
of
very
member
long,
says
and
a
deal,
learned
great
He
1939.
Army
ed
acre he shipped 442 crates, and
food
life
is
O.K.
the
except
for
the
said
conSchool
this knowledge he has boiled
then sold 53 crates to husksters.
thej finement. .. And that a year may
ly off form and
Two Ballard county farmers ale
down into a carefully written lithumdrum)
to
him
build
teach
for
the future
tine too
experimenting with castor beam
tle book called "You Can't Do
in
well-1
one
large,
locality . . . Dan Stephens
her of a
growing. T. S. Waller has a third
Business With Hitler." The title
family before being I is a lucky, perhaps far sighted
of an acre on the river bottom,
is striking, but inexact. What Mr.
ith khaiki. Another guy, Mut will enter training soon
and D. F. Maxberry has a quarter
Miller implies is that you dare
the food, said it as a Lieutenant . . . Studied sevof an acre on his farm near Wicknot do business on Hitler's terms;
d gave example as eral years for it and is now seeing
liffe.
it's "heads I win, tails you lose"
untie was a pleas. I the dividends.
with the Nazi economic machine.
formerly a member
Sales Resistance
He worked out his theory after
SPOTS BY THE WAY.,. Men
one of those unMiss Dorothy Powell (above), fourteen years' experience in BerMemphis, Tenn. —Sign on the
tutions never quite i and girls too, are talking about
24, aviatrix of Milwaukee and La- lin.
front door of a Memphis homes
meet. And on and the attractiveness of Theda Shroe-.
can
it
paraAs
as
be
nearly
beCrosse, Wis., who for months
"I don't want any strawberries
f activity in the de- 1 der . . . Saying her dimples and lieved that she had not long to phrased (and there are specific
today and I think my yard looter
conflict, building in pretty face otherwise, is not the I
the
to
in
book
cover
statements
live, as given a "fighting chance"
fine."
of those on the out- usual . . . And her husband, tall' by physicians in Chicago to re- the paraphrase), Mr. Miller's
able feeling one day slender and nice looking, is just' cover from the effects of poison. thesis is this: Hitler's men have
• repulsive the next. the guy to complete the combina- She was found unconscious in her organized German economy to
what my idea of the tion . . Small wonder wedding 'j room in a Michigan Avenue hotel function so that being a debtor
know the selectees bells rang their story several I in Chicago.
nation is an advantage; they have
(AP Telemat)
in peak of physical years ago for them . . . Sam Ratdeliberately made international
whether
know
is
the
liff
in
about
hardest
guy
don't
worse for wear ... tired and won- honor a futile concept with the
training, labor, ma- town to get acquainted with . . .
The body of Dean Toronto, 37, of Shakopee, Minn., dangles
dering what tomor ro w would expressly stated excuse that
from a high tension electric line pole after he was electrocuted
d what-have-you , are Or maybe he is just wise and bring . . . Now she likes the "Ic- "truth is only what the racially
when he slipped while near the top of the pole and touched a
.. But suppose I'll picks his spots . . . Allie Hearne
habod Crane" life and is doing pure German wants;" they have
irks me with her very rare criticwire. His safety belt held him aloft until he was reached
charged
funcwill
that
system
a
organized
well . . . Christine Wood alighted
(AP Telemat)
workers after the power was shut off.
ism and failure to explain why
fellow
by
in
or
war
preparation
in
only
tion
from air-tour with naught but
world
for
system
their
war;
for
F MAIN STREET... she finds so and so unpleasant.
loud exclamation she had the
th, back from Camp Clyde Wood says he's rewarded most wonderful time of her life domination is so complete that of., for a six-day vaca- my attention to his watermelon . . Cole Waggoner made quite a ficials have actually been apbigger than when he patch by naming the scrawniest record bicycling from Buffalo and pointed years ago to govern and
and harder . . . lookin' fruit in the layout after is keeping it moving by riding exploit the to-be-conquered peoru
the Hero in the eyes me . . . Sophine Wood taught her almost everyday with Miss Wood, ples. Some of these premature
attractive wife, first day of school last week and Hearne or other attractives . . . "developers" actually told Mr.
Washington—In the next six 50 percent of the workers today
offiFoots Loftus, hated to came in at the close of day a little Nuts to the story making the Miller about it, he says.
months, you are going to hear a are women. Women's bureau
It is obvious that all this bears
recognize that conditions are
rounds about two light-hearted
"the second line of de- cials
about
lot
its own dedifferent here from those in Great
youths and a bunch of cream cans within it the seed of
woman powstruction, Mr. Miller feels. But fense workers—the
Britain and Germany and condiTaint true.
nation.
the
hone call, so the operator and
these seeds, he points out, will er of
tions are different from 1917-18.
of
bureau
women's
the
Over in
faster and
But squawks that the labor sup- other telephone users on your
WHEN A GIRL WRITES a long germinate a great deal
things
Labor
of
from out- the Department
ply is getting pretty thin are bepersonal letter to a boy at the more securely if helped
line will know the line is clean.
almost any
we are either unwilling are humming and
ginning to pop up from several
same table at a local hang-out side. "If
smell
war horse can
journalistic
When you give the ring-off sigour
say
all
ladies
with
fight
to
labor
unable
the
and
sections
• telling her age, likes and dislikes or
first
Hitlersim utter- the smoke of battle. The
the second line of defense work- nal, one short ring, the operates
and her loneliness, she must be power to destroy
objec"we had better be- guns have been fired. The
ers hasn't even answered its first
pretty interested . . . Eh, Nancy ly," he-writes,
knows your call has been coon:
future by tive—to get that "second line of roll call, much less been trained
Catlett and Bill Presler . . . But gin to prepare for the
and
immediate4
trained
workers"
defense
German language,
to take over at the lathes, drills pleted and she can
how's that going to stack up with learning the
ready to step into the labor mar- and riveters.
calls. 14
the
and
step
other
goose
the
for
practising
line
I
the
clear
Dot
Pretty
at
B.P.'s latest fling
We shall ket and fill gaps caused by rapidMiss Mary Anderson, director of
O'Hara? . . . Reg Lowery says a I 'Heil Hitler' greeting.
fail to ring off when youi
you
industry.
expanding
ly
away the proudest
the women's bureau, who herself
drive thru 10 miles of rough Cald- I have thrown
The ink isn't dry yet on a re- had 18 years as a machine oper- hang up, your line may not be es:
by any Peowell county ain't anything at all I Position ever reached
for wopossibilities
the
on
port
ator before she came to her pres- leased for immediate use. Sods
especially when Lucille Gray is ple in history .
men factory workers in aircraft ent job, calls this lack of trained
at the journey's end ... And that
the courteous thing: alwaysc
made
was
survey
production. The
women "the Achilles heel of the
Buddy Brown has been doing it
by Miss Ethel Erickson, industrial labor supply."
off after you hang up. Y
for years and is none the worse
supervisor of the bureau, an her
offi- save the operator trouble sad
nothing
is
there
Although,
ourishing - app.off.
staff. The labor ladies went from cial on it, it doesn't take half an
l's-refreshing.
speed up service on your line/
Lincoln county farmers have or- the storeroom where raw mate- eye to see that there are comparaade from the juice
SAGE SAID:
STREET
MAIN
A
it fruits.
dered 40,000 pounds of vetch seed, rials are received to the ramp tively few women in the war ma"Princeton is a little town where
food as well as a
to use in the conservation pro- where assembled planes were be- terials industry at present—just
'rage.
people with ideas live . . . Where
ing revived up for the test pilots. about enough to give the women's
gram.
va tivesand
occasionally
good is noticed
What they found can be sum- bureau basis for argument that it
Several Bath county farmers
o oensat
e ri on.
tartr
out
where the blackmarks stand
harvested 50 bushels of barley to med up in a couple of sentences. could be developed on a grand
ealthful- a good
INCORPORATIO
like vivid sunsets . . . Small the acre.
rce of Vitamin C.
They r e viewed seven plants, scale.
enough for your neighbor's heartmen
100,000
approximately
where
Twenty Boone county farmers
Six 110TTIA
beats to reveal themselves and receive 9,000 pounds of Tennessee
C CARTON 3.5s
not
beats
those
for
enough
large
(pies deposit)
Valley Authority triple super- there were no women at all. In
to get boresome . . . A little town phosphate to use on gardens.
four, less than 1 percent of the
of many things usually not
Sam Keith of Larue county employees were women. Yet from brought out until a critical guy threshed 354 bushels of orchard
leaves Main street." . . . Yes, he's grass seed from 20 acres.
in the Army now.
Farmers in Johnson and Clay be performed by women, if they I
counties are planning increases in had the training, says Miss Erick- sl
alfalfa acreages.
• • •
7'30 a. m.
Lv. Princeton
3
Calloway county Homemakers
7.00 p.m.
Lv. Evansville
At the end of the World War,
Delmar, Del. (JP)—Delmar fire- are learning to make cottage
23 percent of the workers in 40
men, roaring off to put out an cheese from sweet milk.
A revival of interest in home airplane plants in this country
automobile fire, cussed the heavy
rain. It was coming down so hard canning is reported in Fulton were women. In Germany and
Great Britain, it is believed 40 to
that the driver couldn't see from county.
The County Farm Bureau, the
his unprotected seat.
They a b a ndon ed the truck, Franklin Chamber of Commerce
jumped into a private automo- and the county agent are cooperbile, and arrived to find the rain. ating in bringing northwestern
ewes into Simpson county.
had put out the auto fire, too.
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60c for Children i
$1.15 for Adults
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protective feature
Upper-Cylinder Lubrication is the
from ordinary gasoof D-X which makes it different upper-cylinder walls
lines. Valves, pistons, rings and provides extra speed,
are lubricated. In addition, D-X -knock performance.
power, mileage and higher anti
for a tankfuL
Drive into any Diamond D.X station
CORPORATION
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-resisting
Diamond 760 is the pioneer heat
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from
refined
lubricant,
processed! base crudes, now solvent

Scoopsful of ice cream -Our malted milks are
ideal for summer nourishment.
YOU'RE INVITED TO MEET YOUR FRIENDS AND RELAX AT
THE NEW . . .
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Tobacco Outlook
For Shorter Crop

No Obstacle Stops Ft. Knox Tanks '

Burley Production
Reported 13 Percent
Under Last Year
Washington (IP)—The first production forecast of the season indicated a 1941 tobacco crop ten
percent smaller than last year.
With July 1 conditions indicating shorter crops for all types,
swept Southern Maryland, the
agriculture department estimated
production this year would total
duly 1,316,481,00 pounds against
1.451,966,000 harvested in 1940.
The estimated prod,action of
burley tobacco of 325,361,009 for
.8141 represented a reduction of
about thirteen percent from the
11140 harvest of 375,535,000 pounds.
Total tobacco acreage in Kentucky was put at 317,400 with an
andicated acre yield of 867 pounds
and indicated total production of
275,147,000 pounds.

13atrohnen hCp
6 Arrests Lastw

The sewer line for the Cumberland Manufacturing plant area received a new delay this week
when approval by Louisville
WPA officials failed to come
through, Mayor L. C. Llsman said
at Monday night's meeting of
the City Council that last week,
when Madisonville authorities
were ready for the work to begin,
It was found plans had not been
sent to Louisville for approval.
They were sent immediately, he
said, and if no other hitches occur, the sewer line work will
underway next week.
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13 Caldwell Students
Dan Stephens M
Attending Murray
Second Lieutenan

A total of 13 Caldwell county
students are enrolled in the summer term of school at Murray
State College. They are Claude
Allison Akin, Betsy Ann Anderson, John L. Coomer, Dorothy
White, Charles E. McCollum, Ruth
Witherspoon, George W. Tandy,
Elmer Witherspoon, Princeton;
Grace Lynn Adamson, Crider;
Ella Frances Meidors and Frances
Gray White, Cobb; Ruby Beatrice
Depew, Fredonia, and Dorothy
Hunsaker, Dawson Springs.

Not more than 800 great white
herons are left in the world today, the federal fish and wildlife
service reports.
Motorcycles and scout cars of the First Armored division (above) moved along a creek bed during maneuvers at Fort Knox, Ky.
(AP Telemat)
The division, first panzer-type fighting unit of the United States army, celebrated its first birthday.
OAK,
discomfort sof POISON
Pu
ECZEMA, Prickly Meat, Sanborn, Itching Skin, Chigger or Mosquito bites,
Scalp or Jock, Itch, Tired Sweaty
Peet. A cooling, soothing lotion. Get
di anywhere 60c or by mail. Stotts
Laboratories, Florence. Al..

Cumberland Sewer
Is Again Delayed

student at Murray State College
last year and trainee at the large
NYA center on the college camElmer Witherspoon, Princeton pus, left Wednesday morning

Princeton Youth Goes
To New Jersey NYA Job

Everett Wilson Will
Visit Parents July 20

Dan Stephens,
who nSteph
Uiv
attendedenits
ida last year and reee;rt
tary training, will enter tr4
Army July 28, with a
as second lieutenant ge l
of Mr. and Mrs. Georges

Caldwell Delega'
At Elkton Camp
Mrs. J. W. Hollin
Miss Lucy Mable Mash
well Homemakers, and
Beck, 4-H Club membe
week spending at Blue as
State Park, near Elktot
Homemakers from 10
comprising the Penn). ,
jrict of the Kentucky F
of Homemakers, are ho
annual camp. Handicraft,
and recreation periods,
and campfire programs
the week-long program
than 100 women attenditt

Everett Wilson, who left here
from Mayfield for Verona, N. J., Ion R. Jackson, Kuttawa, was also
to work on an NYA resident pro- included in the 43 who were cho- about three months ago for the
Naval Reserve Corps, has been
ject prior- to seeking work in
made apprentice petty officer,
near-by defense industries. Mah- sen for the project.
second class, at the training station at Great Lakes, Mich. He will
be at home for a few days July
20, accompanied by a group of 13
sailors who will be his guests.
Wilson hopes to be admitted to
the service school in aviation ra— Try Leader's Classthe!
dio soon.
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13 Hound Puppies
Larry Hoffius, 311 N. Harrison,
accompanied by two of his youthful companions, visited this office
last Wednesday to pridefully report the birth of 13 puppies to
his "hound" dog. One died, Larry
said, but the boys seemed to think
they'd have enough left to go
'round, nicely.
Local Livestock Market

A
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FACE_
is it a mask

for a danger
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Selling 911 head of stock, the
local market was reported strong
A
.s.AF91
vv0AmNICNii
...10
,,A
to 25 cents higher at Monday's / See .
sales, with long fed steers bringing $11 top; best spring lambs,
$11; hogs, $10.95, and fancy veaLs,
$12.50.
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Your Dentist
Says:
"Clean Your Tc(th
Twice a Day"
To keep them free of food particles and foreign su,
which cling between the teeth and cause d:scoloratict
decay.
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"Have Your Clothes Dry
Cleaned at least
Once a Month"
In order to keep them free from dust and harmful ferl
not only destroy fabric tissues, but are injurious la
health as well.

A Young Man Asking for an Opportunity to give an Efficient, Courteous and
Accommodating Administration

A Friend Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow

A SPONGE AND PRESS
EVERY TWO WEEKS
Keeps wearing apparel freshly smart and enhances
pearance for any occasion.
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the ripe, ripe season;
the reason
deep, deep laughter;
good that comes after.
the rich, rich growing;
the sowing
the high, high flower;
e sweetened hour.
the red, red cherry,
e blue berry.
the time to sing
ripening!
—Joseph Joel Keith.
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Princeton Chapter of "Bundles
for Britain" organization made its
leteat contribution to war victims
this week in the form of 36 emergency kits containing personal
items such as soap, tooth brushes
and handkerchiefs. The kits were
assembled and packed by the
Merry Maid Club.
The sewing room on W. Main
street is still active with leaders
Mrs. John Powers and Mrs. J. C.
Bishop and others doing faithful
service.
The following children are the
youngest contributors to "Bundles
for Britain": Billy Jo Davenport,
Bobby McConnell, Billy Price,
Harold Price, and Betty Jean
Clift. They sold lemonade and
gave 40 cents each.
Juanita McNary, Dotson High
School, continues to sell used
clothing and contributed $2.25
this week.
The Merry Maid Club has
placed tin banks in all the stores
here and will use the money for
various purposes of the welfare
club. Radio Station WHOP, thru
courtesy of Manager Hecht Lackey, will broadcast a program
every Friday afternoon in the interest of the Princeton chapter.
Elks' Club will sponsor a civilian
clothes campaignin August.
The high school girls' knitting
group will meet this week on
SHADES OF ANNAPOLIS! This summer outdoor sports girls are
Thursday at the home of Miss
joining the Navy with a pullover Plebe sweater. It's of lightweight
Virginia Joiner under direction of
white tissue knit with navy or red trim and chevrons. Useful for
Mrs. Hugh Cherry.
all sports, especially sailing.

Mr. and Mrs. Bill White, Fredonia, were entertained with a
shower given at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick Dorroh last
Saturday night. Mrs. White will
be remembered by her many
friends and classmates as Miss
Rachel Dorroh.
The guest list included: Misses
Margaret Martin, Myrl Rice, Barbara Dorroh, Myra Hewlett, Dorothy Lafon, Mary Ellen Lamb, Abilene Scott, Jenny Ann White,
Wanda Riley, Margaret Zermuellen, Frances Dorroh, Enola McKinney, Ruth Melton, Addie and
Rachel Campbell, Inez Parent,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas White, Carl
Marce, Cecil Chandler, Julian
Jones, Fred Dorroh, Billy Dorroh,
Larnie Stinett, Ralph Banister,
James Thomas Dorroh, H. S. Lafan, Elbert Duncan, Glenwood
Duncan, Simon Riley, E. F. Glen,
Leslie Dorroh, John Wood Wadlington, Ray Williams; Messrs.
Hale Lafan, Clifford White, Elwood Dorroh, Jason White, Hugh
Charles Szott,
Green, Jim
Ellis Scott, Collin Simpkins, Bill
Dycus, Earl Wood Wadlington,
Barber Holt, Philip Scott, and A.

Mrs. Ray Martin, chairman, presided for the meeting. Plans for
the annual picnic were made, the
picnic to be held Friday evening,
August 8, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Moscoe Mitchell. Hostesses
to club meetings the following
year were scheduled. The meeting was dismissed with prayer by
Mrs. L. B. Sims.
Those present were Mesdames
Sims, Ray Martin, H. C. McConnell, Jimmie Mitchell, Moscoe
Mitchell, Jim Mitchell, Lucy Mable Mashburn, Nancy Scrugham
and Irene Mashburn.

Mr. and Mrs. Clay Wilson, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Herron, Mrs. Eddie Wood, Miss Helen Grace Wilson, Mr. Shellie Dunn, Mr. Robert
Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Hodge, Mesdames Howard McConnell, Delmar Short, John Loftus, Jr., and Paul Morgan were in
Paducah Tuesday.

Baptist Missionary
Groups Meet July 23
Baptist Missionary Societies of
the Caldwell county association 0
will hold their quarterly meeting
at Kuttawa Baptist Church Wednesday, July 23. Because of illness of the regular leader, Mrs.
Blades, Mrs. Ross Hamilton will
lead the program which will last
from 10 o'clock Wednesday morning to 3 o'clock that afternoon.
Various reports will be presented '
along with entertainment.

John Keithley returned from
Louisville last Friday, where he
visited his daughter, Mrs. Bob Elliott for several days.
• • •
Mrs. Charles Metcalfe has been
very ill at her home on W. Main
St., but is reported some better.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. Wilson had
as their guests the first week in
July, Mrs. Wilson's mother, Mrs.
W. R. Noble and Misses Dona Noble and Joy White, Helena, Ark.
• • •
Cliff Cox spent
Memphis, visiting
relson, who is a
Baptist hospital.
• •

Wednesday in
Grayson Harpatient at the

÷ At the ÷
Churches

work with us July 26. This was
a wonderful experience last year;
we hope to have a greater one
this time.

-FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School, 9:45; morning
worship, 11:00; Training Union,
6:15; evening worship, 7:30.
The Rev. 0. M. Shultz will
preach at the morning worship
services, and Dr. John L. Hill will
speak at the evening service. Let
us support the church faithfully
while the pastor is away by attending regularly. Mr. R. G. McClelland will have charge of the
Wednesday evening prayer service, July 23.

•
OGDEN MEMORIAL
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sparks, SuMETHODIST CHURCH
zanne and Bill Sparks, returned
Sunday School, 9:45; Epworth
Wednesday night from Michigan, League meeting, 6:30; prayer serwhere they have been on vaca- vice
Wednesday, 7:30.
tion.
What Difference Does It Make?
• • •
is the subject for Sunday morning
Miss Evelyn Johnston, Clarkssermon; A Christian Symbol, The
dale, Miss., has been the guest of
Attractiveness of Christ, for the
her sisters, Mrs. Paul Cunning- evening. For Wednesday evening
the
for
Johnston,
and
Mabel
ham
during the summer; "Seasonable
last week before leaving for Mex- Parables" is the general theme.
ico City on vacation.
Our Youth Caravan begins its
• • •
William Allen, Marion, and
Miss Louise Herron, Madisonville,
visited friends here Sunday.
• • •

—reachesfar! It captures and
convicts many criminals.
Insurance makes restItuA
lion for the valuables stolen.
Are you well insured?

Service Insurance
Agency
108 S. Harrison Street
Princeton, Hy
Phone 490

Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Collier have
returned from Chicago, where
they have been for the last few
days.
• • •
Graycia von Olsewski
has been visiting in West Palm
Beach; Fla., for the last week,
from where she will go to Miami
for a week's vacation.
• • •

"Now I'll
break men's
hearts...as
they broke
mine."

Milo and Lillian Nelle Lester,
Lamasco, visited their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Elbert Childress, here Monday afternon.

The best
picture
of 19411

"THE COOLEST SPOT IN TOWN"

TONIGHT and FRIDAY
NOST ROUEN
TB SCREEN'S
ROGUE goes.MODERN!
ERROL

tOoftevv4

FLYNN

CRAWFORD•DOUGLAS with CONRAD VEIDT V,A,„Zit,s0SwEdi
ALBERT BASSLIONANN • MARJORIE AIAIN • DONALD MEEK
Directed by George Cukor • Produced by Victor Saville
A

tictrkOillthvifit-lilyer RICTLI.RF

J. Lady.

Beginning at the home of Mrs.
Ray Martin at 1 o'clock Tuesday
afternoon seven members and two
visitors of the Otter Pond Club
and
made a tour of eight gardens
made
viewed closet improvements
"Aids
during the project lesson,
concluded.
just
Orderliness,"
to
held on
A business session was
Mitchell;
the lawn of Mrs. Jim

V5O Ill

The WPA Housekeeping Aide
Project sponsored the first of a
series of cooking schools Friday,
July 11, 1941, at the project headquarters, at 206 Green street.
Mrs. Earl Adams conducted the
school and demonstrated a variety
of dishes prepared with rice, a
surplus commodity. Mrs. Adams
stressed the value of nitrition in
building a strong nation.
A total of forty-one women attended the classes conducted
morning and afternoon.
Present for the demonstration
were Mrs. Fannie H. Roney, district WPA director, and Mrs.
Betsy Embry, district supervisor,
Madisonville; Mrs. Amelia Chambers, WPA supervisor, Lyon county; Mrs. P. B. Lady, Eddyville,
and Mrs. Katie Mae McBride, certifying supervisor, Caldwell county.

SPECIAL JULY PRICES!
MATINEES i SUN. & NITES

MAXIE ROSENBLOOM in "SOCKAROO"
FOX IVIOVIETONE NEWS

10C &

SATURDAY — OPEN 12 NOON!
Inc 8z 22c UNTIL 5 P.M.

BIG +IITf

22c 10c & 30c

By Humming Bird
3 Summer Shades

Still $1.35
rinceton Shoe Co.

COLOR CARTOON
PARAMOUNT NEWS

10c & 30c AFTER 5 P. M.

A ROLLICKING, ROUSING RODEO OF
SWEET SONGS SINGING BULLETS!

with

GENE AUTRY
JIMMY DURANTE
ANN MILLER

—A14o—
PICTURE
VUOPLE
CARTOON
NOVeLTY

Pile Sufferers--FREE
You just have one more week
to get your free 25c tube of Nash's
Hem - Aid Ointment. Remember
there is no cost or obligation. All
you do is ask for your free tube
and give us your name and address. We. believe just as Mr.
Nash does that Nash's Hem-Aid
Ointment will give you such relief that it will be good business
to give you this free gift to show
you just how good it is. If you'
suffer from the terrible pain and i
discomfort of piles don't fail to
come in to see us, within one
week and ask for this free favor.
DAWSON'S DRUG STORE

Addee!
MARIE GREEN
and her MERRIE MEN

Priscilla LA
Jeffrey LYN
Ronald REAGAN
with John Lite! • Billy Dawson
CARTOON COMEDY—"RIP VAN WINKLE"
No. II—"KING OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED"

4
tl

Pee&

P.4.4.

•

17, 1941
Thursda ,Jul 17
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An Over-Dose Of Sports
Can Spoil Vacation Fun
By Betty Clarke
Associated Press
Feature Service
Summer sports are much like
SURIMlif $Ull when it comes to
how much to take and how soon.
The answer in both cases is, "Go
Aow." That is especially true at
lhe start of the season.
The wisest women in budgeting
their sun time are the expert
sportswomen.
Others often try live-and-learn
experiments that have disappointing—or overpowering—results.
You won't hurt your popularity if you insist from the start
that you can take only so much
-omping. But you hurt your pride
and you spoil the fun for the vacationing gang if you try to be
;uch a sport that you get sick and
omebody has to spend playtime
eking care of you.
You can plan protection from
the sun. Alice Marble, for intance, wears long-sleeved blouses
:or summer tennis.

Book
Injuries Put Them In Ho park
is Strong
But Cards Go Hopp_in

Report Combat With Nazis Denied

You also can get a hint from
pretty Gloria Callen. She swims
a while (half an hour is usually
plenty long) and rests a while.
You should have a light jacket
to put on when you stop romping
so you won't cool off too quickly.
Lots of people find it more fun
to play the hard games for short
spells, then to relax with a card
game, a game of shuffle board under a shelter or some archery or
croquet in a semi-shaded spot.
Here are some other ways to
work into the groove:
I. Start tennis by just batting
the ball back and forth, then try
doubles for the first set and avoid
any cannon ball serves for the
first games of your vacation.
2. Be smart about using a firstSecretary of the Navy Knox (center, seated) and Admiral Harold R. Stark (behind Knox), chief
aid bandage on blisters immedithe American Navy had clashed with Gerately instead of pretending it of naval operations, were reported to have denied that
man forces. They testifedi in Washington before the senate naval corrunittee. With them as they
doesn't hurt.
3. Wear wool socks and shoes glanced over a resolution calling for an investigation are Chairman David I. Walsh (left, seated)
that really fit for tennis or other (13-Mass.) and Sen. Hiram W. Johnson (right, seated) (R-Calif.). Standing, Sen Ralph 0. Brewster
(Associated Press Telemat)
(left) (R-Me.) and Sen. J. J. Davis (right)(R-Pa.).
active sports.

By Oscar Kahan
Associated Press
Feature Service

waace, LS a
high ac

Johnny
from a
St. Louis—The Cardinale have pnds. stant:dasing start in
suffered enough injuries this sea-

son to wreck an ordinary team,
but with reserves like fleet-footed
Johnny Hopp, the Cardinals aren't
an ordinary team.
The Holstein
One baseball authority says if
-Friesian
you had to pick the most valuable tion of America, wt
player on the Cardinals right now ters at Br a t t leto
you'd have to give a lot of con- awarded a herd
classifies
sideration to the 24-year-old rook- tificate
to the
Kentucky
ie. That's how important he has
tural Experiment
been in the team's pennant drive.
Station
When Johnny Mize was hurt, ington, based on the of '
Hopp came off the bench and sification made by prof
filled in at first base so sensation- Atkeson of Kansas Stat
e
ally that a permanent place in the Thirteen
animals in the
lineup had to be found for him. classified.
One rated
He moved to the outfield when two very good,
five
Mize recovered.
three good and two fair
Started As Outfielder
Hopp originally was an outfielder and a great prospect until
he developed a sore arm in 1938.
Branch Rickey, vice-president of
the Cardinals, likes to experiment
Randal Rice of Adisr
with players and he switched received $88 for the
Hopp to first base. It was an duced by eight cows ui
experiment that worked.
In addition, he had 23
"I didn't have anything to lose," skimrnilk a day for ha
gram
from
Seed Is being saved
Hopp said. "I just like to play. The cows have good
which has been growing on the I don't care where."
summer and soybean
farm of John Stewart in Pulaski
With the Cardinals, he sat on ground corn in winter,
"to
to County Agent R. B.
county for 50 years or more. A the bench most of last season
it,
sample sent to the Agricultural see how the other players did
in
Experiment Station at Lexington always working hard to keep
SMOKE MEAN
was pronounced Tall Meadow Oat shape."
When opportunity knocked, he
grass.
John Zwahlen is irrigating to- knocked right back with a rattle
bacco on his farm in Lincoln of lusty base hits.
A left-hander, he's a natural
county. Electricity trom Rural
Electric Administration lines is hitter who feels "right at home up
being used to operate pumps, and there at the dish." He has a recrecords are being kept to deter- ord of getting a hit the first time
at bat in each league in which
mine the cost.
Tuberculosis continues to cause he's played.
.361 First Year
more deaths in Daviess county
DON'T WAIT UN.
He batted .361 in his first year
than any other communicable disease, County Health Officer Mor- in organized baseball with NorIT'S
gan told members of Homemakers folk, Neb., in 1936. That earned
Clubs. He discussed how the wo- him a promotion to Rochester of
Prevent excessive wee
men could cooperate in a county the International league, where
can make your cu "
he had another good year. His
health program.
Use Insulated Hamlin'
Woodford county farmers used batting average was .310 and he
Oil, Texaco's finest. IC
in
and
triples
in
league
the
led
3,approximately
cut
to
binders
Lined against heat,
1938
in
arm
sore
The
bases.
stolen
000 acres of orchard grass for
Havoline is wholly
seed ,and additional acreages were kept him from playing regularly
free of harmful elfalle
accelerate wear.
harvested with combines. A small and he fell to .299.
Sent to Houston in 1939, he
amount of crimson clover seed
quickly became a graceful firstalso was saved.
A canning factory at Cloverport baseman and made only about 15
will handle tomatoes from 150 errors all season. His arm reacres grown by Breckinridge gained its power and his batting
mantis
county farmers. Beans and pump- climbed up to an average of .312,
• mieve`
kin also will be canned.
third in the Texas league.
More and larger gardens and
Hopp is one of the fastest men
the canning of large quantities of in baseball. In fact, all six of the
berries, cherries, beans, greens, Hopp brothers run like the jackpeas and other vegetables mark rabbits that tear across the Nethe "food for defense" program in braska prairies. One of the brothGraves county. Many families are ers, Harry (Hippity) Hopp, was a
endeavoring to can the foods they touchdown flash for the Univerordinarily buy.
sity of Nebraska and another,

Experiment Star
Holsteins Classif.

Money From
Milk Cows

Kentucky
Farm News

Attention
CANDIDATES!
Primary,Saturday August 2,1941

TROUBI

TOO LA

You can call on every voter in the county
and get a smiling promise of enough votes to
elect you.

Every candidate is hopeful, if not confident, when the campaign ends. But when the
votes are counted—that's different.
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Tell them who you are, what you stand for in

Scales of Justice and Wages
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dre
wil

Of course you can "run" without using The

their messages count use LEADER space.

Political advertising is, of course, cash in
advance. The price is Low,considering results.

EFFECTIVE, DIGNIFIED SERVICE
THE PRINCETON

There is bound to be a good drel of discussion of the(lemma
for increased pay that have been Made upon the railroads. tiers are sad
facts and comMents:
The railroad labor unions have demanded wage Iacono
averaging about 41 per cent. In the case of the Illinois Central, these ali•
increases would mean aided costs of approximately $23,500,000 a
Such demands are naturally of interest to everybody—to t"
who use the railroad and foot the bill, to those who work for it, to thoo
who have put their money in it.
These wage increase demands are so iremendoei they leer
no relation to profits, either that have been
earned or that can be expected'
busiata
Thera never have been and are never likely
to be such profits in the
The Illinois Central has fortunately been elle to keep uP tdi
payments on its interest -bearing obligations. Hover ter, the strakholdes
Lave not received anything for the last
ten years—since 1031.
If increased pay should make it necessary to increase frflO
and passenger rated, that would
certainly lead to further increases in rell
which is something we all want to
avoid.
It should be unnecessary to say that labor is wr,rthY
However, the pay of those whose labor
runs the railroads roust bi
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Money From
Milk Cows
one
Randal Rice of Ste
ed received
$88 for the
an duced by
eight cows
In addition, he had
2.5
e,' skinrunilk a day
for ha
ay. The cows have good
summer and soybean
On ground etvn in
winter,
to County Agent R. B.
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federal Housing
Agency Shown To
Be Paying Way

Kentucky Has Big
Crop Of Peaches
To help dispose of one of the
biggest and beet crops of peaches
ever grown in Kentucky, and also

to encourao.canning and other
Gracie Fields' real ainbition
preservation of more food isa
is
along way from the music
homes, the Department of Marhalls
where she got her singing
kets and Rural Finance of the
fame.
What she really wants to do,
College
of Agriculture and Home
she says, is to retire, build
a
Economics is working for the
house and make a home. Fire-—
widest possible distribution at
rk, July 12 -The first places, hand embroidered napWashington, July 15— Federal peaches throughout the State.
nook for the coming kins, geraniums on the window
Housing Administration's proSurveys are being made to deannual 26-day summer sill and all that.
gram, which is making an impor- termine the amount of peaches
Miss
Fields,
who
has just comthe Dade Park Jockey
tant contribution to the supply of storekeeperi will need to sappily
pleted a long war benefit tour in
been issued and promoderate-priced housing needed family requirements for canine(
Canada
and
the
United States, is
gram expected to atduring the defense emergency, is and preserving. County home
England's most famous and highof the nest thoroughcovering its own expenses by a demonstration agents, through
est paid music hall star. In the
gating in the tri-state
wide margin, Administrator Ab- Homemakers' Clubs, are giving
pre-war 30's she is said to have
Henderson
between
ed
ner H. Ferguson announced to- demonatr,stions in canning peadagot more money for singing than
Ind.
vine,
day.
es and Other fruits, and are for.ung will open Satur- most kings do for kinging—more
During the fiscal year ended Malting recipes and other inforthan $1,000,000 a year.
continue
through
2, and
June 30, 1941, FHA's income from mation 4out ways of using and
Now she wants to change footSept. 1, Labor Day.
insurance premiums, fees and in- preserving fruit Families are
lights
for
lamplight
in
a house
year will range from
vestments totaled approximately urged to consider canning large
built for her and her husband,
,500.
$24,300,000. Operating expenses of quantities of peaches—enough he
Monty
Banks,
Hollywood director
mg season in western
the program during the fiscal one or two years.
will get under way and actor.
year amounted to $13,253,000, all
Associations of fruit growers
What
she
is going to do is reunnmg of the Inaugural
paid out of income, with substan- have agreed to provide peaches
turn
home to England and help
Saturday; Aug. 2, as the
tial additional sums being placed for any community in the State
fight the war with song. Under
the day. The race is
Prices will be such, it is believed,
in FHA's insurance reserves.
the auspices of Britain's Enter-olds and upward ove
In that same 12-month period that many families will put up
tainment National Service Asso$1,route.
Purse
is
ng
Mr. Ferguson pointed out, approx- hundreds of cans. In the face dr
ciation, she will entertain muniimately 195,000 new small homes rising food prices, it is considered
tions
workers
in
factories.
e Park liandicap, for a
were started under FHA inspec- good economy to take advantage
Her
entertainment
is
designed
1,000, will be run Saturtion. At least 85 percent of these of the large crops of peaches, apto
take
the
place
of
movie thea9, at a mile and forty
homes are located in areas where ples and other fruits, says the
-year-olds and upward. ters which were bombed and give
defense industry expansion has statement from the College alt
the
factory
workers a little fun
.hich has attracted reecreated an urgent need for added Agri.vulture and Home Economics.
ng crowds is the Gov- without interrupting their work
housing. Moreover, the great ma
andicap for a purse of for too long. Miss Fields doesn't
jority of the houses built under struction," Mr. Ferugson asserted.
will be run at one mile expect to take a troupe with her.
the FHA plan are in price ranges
"Through insurance premiums+
-olds and upward Sat- She will just stand alone on a
suited to meeting the housing re- collected by the FHA and smad
16. The owner of the truck or a chair, while somebody
out
of
the
dequirements growing
fees charged for inspections and
fense production program.
ill receive a silver tro-I thumps a portable piano, and give
appraisals ,the program has been
—in that throaty laugh and weep
The FHA's Title I program also operating on a self-sustaining befrom
Canada
to
Africa.
nt surrounds the A. B.
has contributed to an enlarged sis as to operating expense and
She'll wear some smart Ameriorial Handicap, a sprint
housing supply at this time of increasing reserves have been
can
frocks
which she has just
maximum need, the Administra- provided against possible future
-olds and up, which will.
Saturday, Aug. 23. bought. She says, to her surprise,
tor asserted. Loans insured un- losses. This part of the defense
der Title I have financed needed housing requirements has thereis six furlongs for a she finds her audiences seem to
$1,000. Dade Park was notice the dresses she wears and
repairs and renovations to a great fore been provided without cod
number of dwellings, thereby as- to the federal-government"
A. Barret Dade, native comment on them.
After her factory singing she
suring their continued service
rson county, in which
ability during the emergency, and •111.1.11.11-111INIIIMUMMIIMIUMOMMIONIMOM11111111.11111111111/1111011.
k is located. Dade was expects to return to the United
have also financed the conversion
own starter of thor- States in August for a fall war
of a considerable number of large
and was instrumental benefit tour.
The blonde star, wearing a simold houses into small apartments.
'Wing of that track that
Studies have indicated that aphonors his memory ple little black and white print
frock, without a single jewel,
proximately 50 percent of all Title
utstanding race.
poured me a cup of coffee in her
I loans are expended in defense
Park Avenue apartment the other
industry areas.
"At a time when an adequate
day, curled up on a little chintz
supply of satisfactory housing in
sofa and told about her coming
defense industry centers is recogtrip home.
The Dawson Springs State Park and Pennyrile Forest Park are daily becoming more popular for
nized as essential to the effective
"I'm doing me best for me
prosecution of the defense procountry, while the war's on," she
those seeking recreation in the form of bathing, boating, fishing, picnicking, etc. This week's picsaid with a grave face. "It won't
tures were made at Pennyrile Forest Park. The bathing beauties in the lower picture are, left to duction effort, the FHA's program
of loan insurance has mobilized
be me first war work. When the
PUBLIC INVITED
right: Misses Geraldine and Kathryne Moore, Ad airsville, Ky.; Mary Trimble, Princeton; Addie Lou
private capital to finance a large
war broke out, I went to France
Grace McCarty, Treas.
Baker,
Adairsville;
Sara
Trimble,
Princeton,
and
Julia
Halcomb,
Franklin.
(Photos
by
Swatzell)
part
of
the
necessary
housing
con%1111111.1*Plall•ING1111M1111111.111,14-1411161111.1111.111.MJ1111111111. ..1u411
and sang for British and French
'
0
.
troops around flrest and Lille.
Picnic Dainties
Then, just before Dunkirk, I went
Are Bruin's Ruin
back home and for the last year
I've been singing for war benefits
Wheat on the farm of R. N. RatGatlinburg, Tenn. (JP)—"If you
in Canada and the United States. liff in Bath county
produced 32
"But I hope it will soon be over,
feed the bears they may starve to
bushels to the acre. Eight years
for I want to stop this running
death."
around. I'm a bit tired. My hus- ago the yield on the same land
This unique warning to tourwas
six
bushels.
The
increased
a
railmarried
to
band says he's
ists in the Great Smoky Mounyield,
according
to
County
Agent
way ticket. Homes are my hobby
carries this
—and I'm always living in some- Joe Thompson, came from the use tains by park rangers
See us or your electrical dealer now for full
e This oartoon sketch shows how the
body else's. I want to make a of limestone and superphosphate, explanation:
information andfree survey of your house.
"Should the bear eat the pic/
2 tons
attic ventilator works. It needs no
home and do the cooking for my' the field having received 21
of limestone to the acre and quan- nickers' sweets and dainties, the
refrigerating machinery or costly alhusband and me."
tities of 47 percent Tennessee Val- chances are he won't continue to
terations.
Her pretty blonde secretary
eat roots, berries and other necchimed in: "She makes a potato ley Authority phosphate.
when
Mr.
essary ingredients. So
salad that's out of this world!"
Bear curls up for his long winter
Miss Fields went on: "Then I Curiosity Killed The Cat
nap, he'll starve before awakenwant to adopt a couple of chilOttawa, Kas. (R)—Earlin Bur- ing because he failed to store up
dren. I love children and they
gert's cat crawled into the blower the proper vitamins."
will make it a real home."
that cleans dust from Burgert's
There's another reason why
(Some years ago the star estabshoe repairing machinery. Bur- tourists should avoid the black
lished the Gracie Fields Orphangert turned on the blower without bear. His claws are long and
age in Peacehaven, Sussex, Engknowing the cat was in it. So sharp and when food gives out,
land, and not long ago provided
long tabby; only eight more lives the bear smacks the first thing
5,000 pounds ,for the building and
to go.
within reach.
equipment of a new wing. 'She

r Meeting
VS To Start At
'ntlicky Track
•t 2

195,000 New Small
Homes Started During Fiscal Year Ended June 30

ICE

Prevent+ excessive wee
can make your car a"
Use Insulated Hatchet
Oil, Texaco's Slunk
lated against heat,
Havoline is wholly
free of harmful
accelerate wear.

CREAM
SUPPER

JULY.18

hour near by.)
also owns a .
Ns
smoulder! wage Suva°
ohs Central, these of
'
holy $23,500,000 a rat
to everybodY-thtlic's
who work for it, Is

O.

they, beef
so tremendous
or that can be elFect81
hue";
ch profits in the
keep
been able to
•

Itr, the stockliold°
—since 1931.
rtry tco hicreese
er increassil

lel freezes with
MOVING PARTS
oving parts" means freedom
ostly "ear.. and a confer", operating cost. Only in
Refrigerator can you get
savings... plus permanent
and Servers many modern
eace features. Stop...look
..sad you'll choose Sin-yell
a e‘:,201:,
,It.- 411311rer
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Ia.st • longer

;ERVEL
GAS

As we talked, Gracie's words
and face gave no hint of the
sparkling music hall star. Her
manner was restrained— almost
sad. Her friends say she feels she
must make her English singing
tour for patriotic reasons, but
that she is "blue as indigo" about
the two months' separation from
enher husband, which the trip
tails.
After our chat she gave me a
handclasp firm as a man's, slipped
out
on a slim black coat and went
napkins
to shop for embroidered
build.
for the house she hopes to

Liiciritot.vx

ligRIG ERATO'S

ComIn Standard Old Line
panies . . . Safety for Your
Property and Peace of Mind
for Yourself.

John E.Young,Agt
Phone 25
Princeton, Ky.

' MAKE
YOUR HOME
COMFORTABLY COOL
Office will he open from 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. until the rush is over.
Come early and avoid some of
the rush. Office will also be open
during lunch hour.

,
'
4 It enables you to enjoy rest.
ful sleep even on stifling nights
.."Ends sweating, mopping
and ice-water gulping!

WI

'
4 Yet attic ventilation is simple. 'A quiet,
powerful fan forces the stale air out of
your house and draws in cool outside
air after sunset ... fully ventilating all
rooms and lowering temperature.
.0 Thousands of attic ventilators are now

giving satisfactory service. Installation
usually takes but a few hours. Phone today for free inspection of your house fur
an installation.,
REDDY KILOWATT,year dethicalsenate,
SFE YOUR DEALER FOR
ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

IT COSTS LESS TO LIVE BETTER ELECTRICALLY

KENTUCKY NC.
T11,,TIES COMPANY

_

•4
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Ky.
The Princeton Leader, Princeton,
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State To furnish
Festival Exhibit

Married 70 Years Fredonia Valley News
(Continued from Page 1)
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Deaths and
Funerals

36 County Grade
Schools Reopen

Old Alumillz
Be Collect

days as the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
(By Sis Ordway)
ed in the Battle of Old Salem,
of
Simpson,
Ed Harmon.
Mrs. John Burton
early in the War Between the Madisonville, is visiting her parA ..os
Mrs. Russell Melton had as her
States.
Lowery.
S.
M.
dinner guest Friday, Mrs. Orville
and Mrs.
Mr.
ents,
lived
For 20 years the Perrys
Funeral services for little Joe
Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker Tabor, of Detroit,
here and there and then settled
Ann McCormick, 5-year-old
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Traylor rerethe
been
have
daughter
and
at their present home near the
in Detroit,
Mrs. Elisha
of her mother, Mrs. turned to their home
Old and tihne„,6,
School bells rang for about 800 daughter of Mr. and
"old home place" in shouting dis- cent guests
Saturday morning after
a NashMich.,
Dorothy
Miss
and
Parr
Florence
students as 36 one McCormick, who died in
U S. war --'
for
Motorists will have a chance to tance of where the family a
grade
Caldwell
here,
days
having spent several
ville hospital July 10, were held collected
see results of a safety campaign which he is the last originated. Parr.
because of and two - room schools opened
home
called
being
Grove
Pleasant
of
the
home
at
the
Friday
at
met
last
The Y.W.A.
July 21-21
Perkins. Mrs. their doors Monday morning, July
by the State Highway Depart- Two of their children have grown
Bennett Monday death of Mrs. Ada
Baptist Church with the Rev. wide cami..
to glaying men along with the Miss Myra Lee
returned 7. The 1941-42 terms are, as usual,
children
and
Dunlap
ment and some of the horrors of
given
officiating.
was
program
con- Olen Sisk
duction. A
hearty old parents. They are Al night. The
in Flint, for seven months and will
highway carelessness in an ex- M., 88, and Walter, 63, both prom- and the regular business was dis- with them to their home
The little girl's parents lived named by Go verr,„" it*
next January.
clude
ice
ago
when the campaign
Mich.
until about 8 years
cussed. After this a delicious
hibit of photographs and other il- inent Caldwell farmers.
whick
Total enrollment differs little here
the followmoved to Bowling Green organization
lustrations shown by Lieut. G. W
Mrs. Perry usually spends her course was served to
of 4-11
last year, school officials they
from
Her mother is the former Miss makers' Clubs
"Biff" Carr and Sergeant Estil days, after the housework is done, ing: Misses Mary Wilson, Cotha
said, and no radical changes have
and th,
Ladd, of the Pleasant Grove Scout troop.
"Buck" Jones during the 1941 To- sitting by her window overlook- Hollowell, Myrl Rice, Jane Feamade in the system for this Flora
been
child
had
been
The
community.
have
bacco Festival, in August, Lieu- ing green cornfields that grow to gan, Frances Young, Juanita Butt,
J.
F. Graham
ads year. Several new teachers
Quertermous, Misses Effective now, all classified
tenant Carr said here Tuesday.
instructors in failing health the last several had received infom
the edge of the yard, dozing; Mrs. J. B.
paid for when ordered, been added and a few
be
must
Ordnot
Sis
and
was
condition
Bennett
her
but
Lee
Myra
last
months
here
was
Carr
Lieutenant
mittee will be forr
Cravens, teacher
while Mr. Perry goes about his
except in cases of business firms swapped. A. E.
serious until she was knowledge of
year with a Milliner exhibit on chores, scrapping the weeds from way.
why
advertising ac- at Friendship High School, has considered
regular
having
and
Dugan
Ordway,
in
week
Nashville
last
Carrie
Mrs.
the campus of Butler High SchooL his rows of vegetables, leaving
said the campalg.
Leader. There been transferred to White Grade examined
The
with
counts
Stella
Mrs.
visited
tua
lung
was caused by
The display, equipped with loud the crutch he has been forced to Sis Ordway
on in the mannedeviation from this School, and Louis Litchfield, reg- Death
speaker and numerous placards adopt at the end of the rows Lamb in Evansville Sunday after- will be no
house kitchen co..
ular Farmersville High School mor.
rule.
showing statistics of state high- while he hobbles up and down noon.
Her body was brought to the members collecti,,
teacher, is serving as subs,itute
Cheesemakers
The Fredonia
ways, drew large crowds through- supported by the hoe handle.
Funeral Home Friday
LOST—Shopping bag containing
Kentucky's ce,
Hart until his school opens this Morgan
by the Metropolis soap, Gulf spray, can tops and at
out the celebration.
morning and burial was in the direction of they
He readily rattles off the dates were defeated
fall.
near
Cemetery,
Lieutenant Carr said the dis- of his and her birthdays, dates of Lake baseball club Sunday by the other items, placed by mistake in
Pleasant
Rogers
of the State Co,.
Teachers and locations are as
play this year would be much their children's birthdays and score of 6 to 1. The one score for parked car before Market street
is survived by her ture and Home i.
follows: Mrs. Ora Cantrell, Silver Grove. She
larger and more complete, with other milestones in their long Fredonia was a homer by Teddy Red Front store. Return there.—
ington, and the A:
Ruth Perkins, Eddy Creek; parents.
ltp Star;
records, motion pictures and nu- lives and attributes their longev- Crider.
Mrs. J. B. Morse.
Margaret Boaz, Blue Springs;
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Foley and
merous other educational helps ity to the "good drinking water
for Martha.Ann Davis, Pool; Mrs. C.
children are expected to leave WANTED—Man with car
for motorists. A safe-driving ex- at the old home."
ProdR. Baker, Belle Buckle; Mrs. Verroute.
Rawleigh
a
for
profitable
Mass.,
Boston,
for
week
Serwill
be conducted by
hibition
They welcome visitors. And for this
opportuRobert Young, brother of Eunon Taylor, Cedar Bluff; Mrs.
Real
known.
well
other
ucts
and
mother
her
geant Jones, who recently gradu- hours will go over the past with visit with
Dept.
Madie Owens, Scottsburg; Lyndle gene Young of Young's City LumRAWLEIGH'S,
Write
nity.
ated froirPNorthwestern Univer- a listener, occasionally bringing relatives.
LitchGathel Holeman
ltp Barnes, Mt. Hebron; Louis
ber Company, died July 10 at his
sity, on the streets for the purpose in the 1941 elections in which
W. T. Defew is working at Gil- KYG-215-119, Freeport, 111.
field, Hart; A. E. Cravens and home in Memphis. He was 76 Merrick, Princeton7
of educating motorists on safe they expect to vote the Repub- bertsville.
Good
—
WANTED
MALE HELP
Sophine Wood, White; Mrs. Ay- years old. Funeral services were Earl and William C
driving.
Keith Perkins started his school
lican ticket, a lifelong habit. She
Watkins route open in Princeton lene Simmons and Mrs. Hillery held here Saturday at the home ville, left here WSprings.
Caldwell
at
work
Virginia"
"Old
speaks fondly of
now. Management has unusually
Lewistown; Mrs. Kitty of a sister, Mrs. Gordon, on Mar- ing for Piney Cr'
U. S. Army Air Corps regula- and receives a "shush" from the
Mrs. Kittie Quertermous took attractive proposition for you if Barnett,
Quertermous, Hick or y Grove; ket street, with burial in Cedar will join a NYA •
tions require every flyer to start old gentleman when her dates her Sunday School class on a picyou start immediately. Big opCreekmur, Cave Creek; Hill Cemetery. The Rev. Mr. of 40 boys. They
taking oxygen at 13,000 feet.
nic at Kuttawa Springs last Fri- portunity for right party. No car Mrs. Flora
aren't correct.
Knox, receiving
Mrs. Eva Creasey, Liberty; Wood- Brooks officiated.
present
Those
afternoon.
day
He said, "I had to give up plow0010011.11.111111101
10111110.1111111111110111.11000.10101.01
experience necessary. Watkins row Blackburn, Hall; J. M Mason,
Besides his widow and several ing, construction
Josie Babb, or
ing 2 years ago and you know, were: Edna Baker,
Company largest and best known Kennedy; Mrs. Marvin Sigler, Be- children, he is survived by two photography, tel
Joan Bugg,
about all I'm fit for is to kill flies Gladys Ruth Moore,
and products easiest sold. Write thany; Mrs. Mina Thompson, Biar- brothers and two sisters, Hattie chanics. They w. •
Harmon, Don
and stay here with Sarah Jane." Billy Melton, Frank
J. R. WATKINS COMPANY, 70- field; Mrs. John Utterback, Wal- and Tom, and Mr. Young and project by
McElroy,
a She takes the last with a sparkle Quertermous, Frank
W. Iowa Ave., Memphis, Tenn. nut Hill; Mrs. Baliff, Quinn; Rob- Mrs. Gordon.
76
NYA personnel
and
James Jones, Rosiclaire, Ill.,
3 in her faded eyes and a faint toss
area, with heak.
Mo.; WANTED—Woman to stay with ert Brown, Hawridge; A. M. CalLouis,
St.
Jones,
Charles
refuses
positively
and
head
of her
field.
and elderly lady in country. Apply vert, Cresswell; Mrs. Maggie Van
to let anybody help her up or Mts. Russell Melton and son,
Hoosier, Enon; L. W. Guess and
St.,
Main
East
Quertermous.
414
at
mornings
Kittie
Mrs.
down the steps.
Electricity is dIsl
2tpd Alvin Brown, Good Springs; MaMrs. Russell had as her dinner City.
Richard M. Orange, 74, former
Next January 29 their 70th
nade harpoon in •,+. rie Brown, Hickory Ridge; Mrs.
and
Mr.
Thursday:
last
guests
who had been
barber
Princeton
wedding anniversary will be cele—FacSALE
FOR
TIRES
Kathleen Perkins, Crider; Vera
daughter AUTO
in Louisville the last sevbrated and their beloved Al and Mrs. A. W. Traylor and
tory recapped automobile and Drennon, White Sulphur; Grace living
eral years, died at the home of
Walt will be there with a host of Ann of Detroit, Mich.
,
each
$3.95
any size,
tires,
truck
Emma
Hollingsworth;
McCarty,
Litchfield
Aubrey
Mr. and Mrs.
Funeral
relatives and friends from the
9 months unconditional guarantee, Hearing, Sugar Creek; Mrs. Wood his son there last Sunday.
services were held here Tuesday
Liberty community, just off the of Detroit, Mich., are visiting rel- Write or call Ben Wilson, Jr.,
CartN.
0.
Dulaney;
Hollowell,
Wilson Warehouse Road about 6 atives here.
2tpd wright, Eureaka; Mary Wilson morning at 10 o'clock at the CathEddyville, tel. 2331.
See ... JOAN CRAWFORD In)
Mr. Louie Jones and son, Charolic church.
miles from Princeton; but already
Union Grove, and John Gentry,
"A WOMAN'S FACE"
I
Mr. Orange was a brother of
both have looked beyond that to les, of Rosiclaire, Ill., visited rela- HOUSE FOR SALE—Close in
His modern c onveniences. — Apply Piney Grove.
SUN.
I the passing of another decade tives here over the week-end.
M. L. Orange, well-known PrinceMON.
1 when time will stamp their lives son, James, returned home with Leader office for information. tf
ton resident.
them after having spent several
together with a century mark.
He is survived by two sons and
FOR SALE — White and yellow
a large number of distant rela4144444444144444441100441114Erl
.
ltp
4
corn. See R. L. McGregor.
.
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tives in Princeton and Caldwell
3
(Continued from Page 1)
FOR SALE — Attractive building which I sincerely thank my county.
lot, good location, reasonable.— friends. I lost in tile general elecltp tion by a small margin.
Minor Carey.
I am under no special obligathick
good
—That
FOR SALE
one, save that of pubFuneral services for W. V. Harbuttermilk at 20c per gallon.— tion to any
feel that if given this gan, prominent Paducah real esPrinceton Cream and Butter Co. lic duty. I
nomination on August 2, that I tate dealer who died at Kuttawa
BARGAIN in old newspapers for will safely carry my former of a heart attack while on a fishquick disposal-3 bundles, liberal strength, with enough added ing trip last Monday, were held
Happy families by the thousands in Western Kentucky and Southern Indiana
size, 10 cents.—Leader Office.
strength to insure certain victory. Wednesday at the Presbyterian
have grasped their opportunity and become Red Front Customers. Open your door
It is my intention to see every Church, Paducah. He was the faFOR RENT — Apartment, with
voter personally before the elec- ther of Mrs. Al Bryant, who forand grasp your opportunity. More for your Money all the Time.
bath, gas, gas refrigerator, large
tion, but should I for any reason merly live here. Billie Moore, of
sleeping porch. Phone 38. Mrs.
fail, please take this as my per- Princeton, and Al Bryan accomtf
Laban Kevil.
sonal appeal for your vote and panied him on the outing. He is
FOR RENT—Parties leaving city. influence.
Lb.
survived by his widow and daughLb.1
Furnished or unfurnished two or
Respectfully yours,
ter.
three - room apartment; private
SWEETHEART TOILET SOAP:
1300tilic
bath, porch and entrance, refrig3 cakes
ltp
eration.—Minor Carey.
I cake
Robert Boetler, father of Miss
Attends Zone Meeting
Madge Boetler, a member of the
unfurOf Penney Store Heads
—
RENT
Three-room
FOR
Chunky
Babbit's
Princeton Hospital staff, died at
nished apartment with screenedLb.
Chocolate
Merle C. Drain, manager of the the hospital here Sunday night.
in-porch. One block from town.
cans
The delicious toll house cookies
204 N. Seminary. Call 756.
2tup Princeton Penney Store, was in His home was at Blackford where
Most
Owensboro Tuesday and Wednes- funeral services and burial were
tall
.01111000000111111011101111011111111111111.11111•11111110111000011100111111111111111111
bell's
Camapto
T
cans
Delicious
day attending a zone meeting of held Tuesday.
cans
Penney store managers held for
09c)
(Tall can
purpose of discussing merPlain or
chandising problems arising from
Bottle 10C
jar
Stuffed
the national emergency. Mr.
Drain returned home Wednesday
Shredded
night.
pkg.
I6-oz. cello. pkg.
SE
Rudd Returns To Duty
FOR THESE
After First-Aid Course
INSPEC
AND
TSoll:cTest2
Pkg
Harold Rudd, State patrolman,
• Adjust Snake.
who has been in Mayfield taking
Salad IcjItowjr
• Neernange Wel
a first-aid course the last two
14..neery
Tar
•
weeks, returned to duty here
111 awe Fool 140811,4
Ky.
Fredonia.
Monday. H. H. Short who served
No. 33
Loving
:,,djus..,1CerberoWeem /10 •
•Since we put in our Fairbanks.
1110 101100101011M11.111011010100111,11111111000110100111lllll10001lllll111.11
In his place returned to Mayfield.
Laundry
Cup
Morse Automatic Coal Burner,
:s 10C
'
?all
we've had fewer colds at our
• Inspect lielW1 air.
house. It keeps the house temperature even and comfortable.
11""'
WILL CHECK --S1
R00(1113 are warmer when we
1111sitIa' l"
get up in the morning,too. And
Horm...
our fuel bills are less than they
. Tnn1loNii.
011 filter
were before we got in Why
Independent
.
MUTTON
don't you investigate FairbanksMorse Automatic Coal heat?
'Lb. 8 Hi e
Breakfast
Forequarter, whole
Lb
It's better.
WheelikiIId lenl-ne.e011
Lb.-Inke
WI
(Sliced as you wish)
oast Hindquarter, whole
Find Fern ea ;

Enrollment To
Joe Ann McCormick Comity Cloi
About 800; Term Is
Organized.
Canvass made
Seven Months

Safety Patrol Will Offer Course For Motorists

Taylor, Jr.,

CLASSIFIED ADS

Robert Young

What hopes
and dreams
are concealed
by

4

NYA Youths
For Ft. Knox

R. M. Orange

WOMAN'S
FACE?

ARE YOU

CAPITOL

Boothie Morse

THIS VACAT

Did Opportunity Knock
At Your Door?

06c
OC Bananas
II) 15c
rice Total 19c
21c lye
3 25c
3
3 25c
20c Apple Juice
Juice
Grape Jam is'ezed 'lb. 21c Olive5
23c
Corn Flakes Kelloggl:sarge 09c Cocoa
2 25c
Nc1..
Rice Krispies Keno' 11c Pineapple
23c
Peanut Butter=b2 23c Salad Dressing
2 t`:::tatrites19c
Bleach
Cleanser
3

W. V. Hargan

Cookies Wm"'
Cream
Cakes C"'
ChewS

Morse.

Save noney

Robert Boetler

•Ott

AMY
PICIAI

73:

Eight Years Or
Experience

FEWER COLDS

means a lot. AllisChalmers still leads
the field with the
All-Crop
Harvester

s2f1.

HOUSE
AT OUR

W. M. Young

Fresh and Cured Meats

Bacon
R
Bologna Sausage Lb 15c Sugar Cured Jowl

29c I

Lb

Fairbanks-Morse
Automatic Coal Burner

12k
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end •111/10001.
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WE SERVICE
_•

—FRESH FRUIT ... FRESH VEGETABLES ... FRESH MEATS-MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME.

RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY

WATSON FEED CO. PORTABLE MILLS
DON'T HAUL — JUST CALL

4 0-440 • 'en
'

SERV IC

WE MAKE SWEET FEED FROM YOUR CORN AND
RUFFAGE IN YOUR OWN BARN
DAY PHONE 287

NIGIIT PHONE 432

WE WILL BE AT YOUR FARM
11/0
.
arsormsm11111141
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B.IN. Lusby
PLUMBING & HEATING
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